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Malaysian Flight 370 to Extend Bermuda Triangle
Hamilton, Bermuda

That’s what is being hotly debated in Bermuda’s capital of Hamilton. The unofficial organization of
Triangulars, who police the myths, legends and facts of the Devil’s Triangle, is meeting to decide the inclusion of
Malaysian Flight 370. The amazing, yet tragic
mystery of Flight 370 has dominated
international media since midMarch. Most conspiracy
theorists have felt compelled
to add this “missing”
aircraft to the odd and
lengthy list which makes up
the Bermuda Triangle’s
victims. 239 passengers from 14
nations have now joined hundreds
from decades past in a close encounter of
an unknown kind.
Within the Triangulars, this fringe community of paranormal hobbyists and chasers of the supernatural,
a severe dispute has arisen.
To add Flight 370 to the
canon of the lost creates
another issue – being the
distance from the famed,
notorious Triangle. The
closest the vast international
search came to the Bermuda
Triangle was some 12,000
miles or 19,000 kilometers.
Flight 370 left Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, bound
for Beijing, China, a far cry
from Boca Rattan or the Atlantic Ocean.
Some argue that the traditional coordinates of Bermuda, Florida and Puerto Rico create a tidy equilateral
triangle and that the proposed inclusion creates an obtuse Isosceles triangle. “A real stretch!” is how one member
put it. Another fumed, “The Obtuse Bermuda Isosceles Triangle? Preposterous!”
Others fear that this would open the gates to past and future incidents of lost and never-found crafts or
persons. In support of this theory a map was provided.
Opposition stated the
obvious, “It’s not a triangle
anymore! Look at it. That’s a
starburst! Who wants to be
called a Starburster or
Starular?” Apparently,
many. The Triangulars are
sparring sharp points with
their fringe-nik brothers and
sisters over this radical
proposition. A final vote is
due later this week. The
Devil’s fingers may indeed
have sharp nails and reach
from just off Miami’s beautiful shores to the dark watery unknown of the Indian Ocean.
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